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Abstract
●

An estimation scheme is considered for lowering the mean square error fbr the
●

●

estimator of a parameter入of the Poisson distribution in a region around a prior

interval information A G [a, &]. The minimum discrimination information (MDI)
approach is employed to conduct the scheme. This approach provides a simple way
●

of specifying the prior interval information about A, and also allows to consider a

shrinkage type estimator. By means of the approach, the MDI estimator and a class
of shrinkage to interval estimators are suggested. The estimators compare favorably
with the previously proposed estimator in terms of mean square error emciency.

Key words: Minimum discrimination infbrmation approach, Kullback‑Leibler dis‑
●

crimination information measure, prior interval information, shrinkage type estima‑

tor, mean square error emciency.

1

Introduction
●

IfX¥, X2*... , Xn are independent random variables and X{ has a poisson distribusion
with parameter入(i ‑ 1,2,...,n), then the maximum likelihood estimator of A is the

overall frequency Xn ‑ ∑JLi Xi/n. The estimator Xn is unbiased with variance Ajn. In
fact, it is the minimum variance unbiased estimator of A. However, for the problem of
estimating A, if we have a preliminary conjecture that A G [a,.6], and if that information
is strong compared to other available evidence, it would be better to use an estimator
こ■
●

Xn which combines the preliminary conjectured prior information in the estimation space
ノヽ

around which accuracy seems most crucial. So that Xn has smaller mean square error

(MSE) than Xn for all A in the preliminary conjectured interval [a, b], even though its
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MSE is greater than that ofXn if A is not in interval. Thus, if the preliminary conjectured

●
interval [a, b] contains入

we gain in MSE efficiency by using A instead ofXn.

One method to iユtilize this kind of interval information is through the shrinkage type
estimator based on MSE criterion. The problem of estimating the normal parameters has
been considered by Gokhale et al.(1993), Inada and Kim (1992), and Thompson(1968).
When the prior knowledge about the poisson A is A E [a,6], Thompson(1968) has given
the following shrinkage estimator:

●
′ヽ

1.1

Xt

‑

Xn+

∂2 ,̲(xn b)2+a2

where a2 =

2(b‑a)ー▲▲(Xn‑ay+∂2'

Disadvantages of Thompson's shrinkage estimator may be specified on two grounds. First,
its MSE sometimes takes larger value than that of Xn, even though A takes some value
in [a, b¥. Secondly, it is not robust about the prior information of A in a sense that it fails

to secure the property of uniformly smaller MSEfcompared to Xn) in or around the prior
●

interval so that in the case of a wrong conjecture about the prior interval, even if it is not

crucial, the estimator may give us an inefficient estimation (compared to Xn) ofユ.
The object of this paper is to propose and study yet another class of estimators
●

which shrinks toward the preliminary con】ectured interval, and eliminates those problems
attached

to

Thompsonフs

estimator.

In

section

2,

we

obtain

the

MDI

estimator

and

a

class of shrinkage to interval estimators壬or this problem. In section 3, we compare the

suggested estimators with Thompson's estimator in terms of mean square error efficiency.
Section 4 contains some conclusions and further research topics of interest related with
thisstudy.

2Minimumdiscriminationinformationestimator

LetX¥,X2,..
●

,XnbeindependentrandomvariablesandX{hasapoissondistribu‑

tionwithparameterA(i‑1,2,...,n)andsupposewehaveapreliminaryconjectured
priorinformationaboutAintheformofanintervalAG[a,6].Oursampleestimation
schemeforthepoissonAwiththeintervalpriorinfbrmationistreatedasaconstrained
optimizationoftheKullback‑Leiblerdiscriminationinformationfunction.
EstimateAthat
(2.1)minimizes/(/:g)subjecttoAe[a,b]
where/(/:g)istheKullback‑Leibler(1951)discriminationinformation
･2.2)/(/:g)‑^
OC)
rc=｡掴"ln器･
Heref(x¥X)andreferenceddistributiong(再)respectivelydenotepoissonp.d.f.'swith
/＼/＼
●
parametersAandAwhereAisanestimatorofA.Motivationofchoosingthedisparity
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measure(2.2)canbe壬bundinShoreandJohnson(1980).Theyhaveaxiomaticallyshown
thatprincipleofminimumdiscriminationinformationisuniquelycorrectmethodfor
●●
●
inductiveinferencewhennewinformationisgivenintheformofexpectedvalue.When
/＼
wetakeAastheunconstrainedmaximumlikelihoodestimatorX,,theaboveconstrained
minimizationbearsanalogytotheexternalconstraintsproblem(ECP)inthe"minimum
discriminationinfbrmation(MDI)"procedure(cf.GokhaleandKullback(1978)),sothat
wemaycallanestimatorofAotainedhomthisprocedureastheMDIestimator.
Seta‑Xo‑Sandb‑Ao+d,anduseaclassofestimatorswhichshrinkstowards
AforAthenwehavefollowingresultfromtheconstrainedoptimization(2.1).

Theorem1Letapreliminaryconjecturedintervalfor入beA∈[入b‑6,Ao+5}
入｡>0and5>0,andletA‑kXn+(l‑k)入｡,0</c≦1,forthereferencedistribution
g(xi¥X).Thentheconstrainedoptimization(2.1)yieldsaclassofshrinkagetointerval
estimatorsofthepoisson入thatincludestheMDIestimator(Tmdi)'
‑

Å0‑S if O≦Xn<Å0‑6/k
(2.3)

Tn{k) ‑

kXn+{l‑k)Ao if A ‑S/k≦Xn≦Ao+

I xo+s

if Xn>Ao+S/k

where Xn is the maximum likelihood estimator of X.
Proof Summing the right hand side of (2.2) with respect toエフs, we have

/(/:9) = Mn三一(A‑A),
A

where A ‑ kXn+(トk)A Thisis aconvexfunction ofユ with globalminimum at A ‑ A.
Subject to the external constraint A ∈ lA0‑6,人o+5], /(/ : g) is minimized by入‑入0‑6
ifO≦Xn<入0‑S/k,A‑kXn+(1‑k)XoifAo‑S/k≦Xn≦Ao+S/kand入ニス｡+6
ifXn > Aq + 8Ik. Thus we get the above estimator. We can easily confirm that Tn(k)
reduces to the MDI estimator Tmdi when k ‑ 1.

□

Corollary 1 //true A is in the preliminary conjectured region, A G Aq ‑ 5,Aq + 8],

then MSE(TMDI) < MSE(Xn).
Proof In thesituation A G [Ai,A2], where ¥1 ‑ ¥0‑5 and A2 ‑Ao+S, we see that
xn一刃>￨Ai一刃forXn<Aiand¥Xn‑Al>入2‑AlforXn>A Therefore,

E[(Xn‑X)2} > EiiX.‑XfLo^iX^+EiiXn‑XfL^UXn)}
+

E[(Å2‑人Yh入2,∞ (Xn)]‑

Thus we have MSE(TMDI) < MSE{Xn).

□
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The mean square error for Tn(k) is
[¥o‑S/k]

MSEITJk)}

‑

∑ (入0‑6‑A)2pr(X‑x)
∬=0

[Xo+S/k]

+

(2.4)

∑

(kx+(トfc)Ao一入YPriX‑x]

x‑[入0‑6/k]+l
00

∑

+

(入o+5‑XYPriX‑x)

∬‑【入o+♂/た】+1

嘉[uo‑A/fc]
｣(

+

2.5

y=｡り0‑△‑rifPriY‑y)
[vo+△/k]
∑(ky+(1‑k)7]0‑り)2pr(Y‑y)
y‑[yo‑△/fc+1
00

∑

+

(恥+△‑り)2pr(Y‑y)

y=[no+A/k]+l

where [re] denotes a greatest integer ≦ x and putting r¥ ‑ n入vo ‑ n人

and △ ‑ nS, the

distribution of Y ‑ ∑2=1Xi is a poisson with parameter r/. When r/0 ‑ △ k is integer,
[vo ‑△/k] in (2.5) should be changed to [770 ‑ △/kト1 in computations. For Thompson's
estimator it given by (1.1), its mean square error is

y L{y‑vo‑△r+y
(y‑vo+△)2+y

･2.6)MSE(AT,‑嘉｣¥y+
y=｡蓋In

Pr(Y‑ y)

and the mean square error of Xn is

MSEiX) ‑芝･

(2.7)

3

Numerical comparisons

In order to make a comparison among the MDI estimator Tmdi‑, Tn(k) and Thomp‑
/ヽ

son's estimator入t and Xn, we define a reciprocal measure of the efficiency of the estimator

T relative to Xn by MSE(T)/MSE{Xn). The values of MSE(T)/MSE(Xn) are plotted
against values of77 for 770 ‑ 6 and △ ‑ 6 in Fig.l and for 770 ‑ 8 and △ ‑ 6 in Fig.2.
Several behaviours of MSE(T)/MSE(Xn) may be pointed out from these figures.
If we compare the MDI estimator with Thompson's estimator in terms of MSE ef‑
nciency, it appears that Thompson's estimator is better when the value of r¥ locates in
the middle parts of the interval, but it get worse than the MDI estimator as the value of
r] lies around the edge of the interval. These figures also show that, unlike Thompson s
estimator, the MDI estimator produces uni丘)rmly lower MSE than J‰ over the prelim‑
■

■

inary conjectured interval and tends to sustain this property in the outside vicinity of
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this interval. It is seen that Tn[k) with lower value of k achieves lower minimum value of

MSE(Tn(k))/MSE(Xn) and Tn(k) with higher value of k has wider effective interval for
which MSE{Tn(k))/MSE(Xn) < 1
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Fig. 1. Efficiencies of the MDI estimator, Thompson's estimator and
the four MDI shrinkage estimators for 770‑6 and △‑6.
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Fig. 2. Efficiencies of the MDI estimator, Thompson's estimator and
the four MDI shrinkage estimators for恥‑8 and △‑6･
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4

Concluding remarks

We have proposed the MDI estimator and a class of shrinkage to interval estimators
Tn(k) for the poisson A. This is done by virtue of the MDI approach which is widely
●

applicable to a class of estimation problems where a prior interval information about

the parameter of concerned is available. Numerical comparisons showed that the MDI
estimator compared favorably with Thompson's estimator: (i) In every case of the prelim‑
inary conjectured interval (A e [a, &]), unlike Thomson's estimator A^, the MDI estimator
dominates Xn uniformly in MSE when the true value of A lies in the interval, (ii) This
dominance continues to exist in the outside vicinity of the interval. Thus the use of the
■

MDI estimator assures that, to some extent, we will not be misled by a wrong prior m‑
formation. It may be also pointed out that the suggested estimation scheme can easily

extended to some other distributions so that they may yield estimators with MSE em‑
ciency higher than one relative to usual maximum likelihood estimator. In particular, the

MDI approach could possibly be extended to other distributions in exponential family.
●

Such research interests are currently being investigated.
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